
              

 

    

       

   ABOUT TRANSOM SCAFFOLDING: 

 

Transom Scaffolding is a veteran company which has been working on 

the various construction projects in Sydney. The company specializes 

in service in commercial, residential and high rise building 

department. Transom is a privately owned company which has credit 

for several of the projects with great success. 

There are a lot of things that we have to keep up with as per the 

satisfaction of the builder. The safety of the workers is also a point of 

concern as scaffolding needs to be hazard free. Scaffold we use is 

made useful by laying down platforms and scaffold legs so the 

construction can be carried out.  

 



 
 

The construction Industry itself is very dynamic and is in search of a lot of 

facilities and functions we cannot imagine the rise of so many structures 

without Scaffolding in Sydney. Any builder who has a plan and wants a multi 

story work has to install scaffold facility through services in Sydney. The scaffold 

is a temporary structure which helps to erect and sustain the structure the 

process of constructions. The platforms and the pillars that are installed not 

only serve as an operational function they also help the workers to go from one 

place to another and carry construction material. However there is a lot of 

ambiguity about the use of scaffolding that should be cleared. 

 

                                                   TRANSOM SCAFFOLDING  

 Some Major Things That You Should Know About Scaffolding 
 

http://www.transomscaffolding.com.au/
https://twitter.com/transomscaffold


 

 

Builders should understand that not only their processes, their reputation is also 

at stake. They should only hire professional scaffolding companies in Sydney. 

This solves a lot of objectives such as having the best material, the best safety 

measures, and the best techniques under one roof. Some companies also offer 

free pick up erection and dismantling service. The professional scaffolders have 

correct way and experience for various commercial projects.   

 

 

 

 

 

One way to prevent many hazards or people getting injured is that the workers 

must be either trained enough or be given instruction for what to do and what 

not to do. This helps them implement the construction plan more effectively 

without wasting much efforts and also to execute the scaffolding help on the 

platforms. Awareness can help get better productivity. 

  Builders Should Hire A Professional Scaffolding Company 
 

The Workers Must Be Trained 
 

https://www.facebook.com/Transom-Scaffolding-1873534512960491/
http://transomscaffolding.strikingly.com/
https://transomscaffold.yelp.com.au/


 

 

 

 

The incidents relating to scaffolding in the past few years are on the rise which 

involves major hazards regarding workers getting trapped or part of the 

structure falling down. Construction is a very technical Industry so a lot of safety 

measures must be taken and the Industrial standards of safety must also be 

maintained. The reputation of the builder is also at stake so utmost care must 

be taken on the onsite work.  

 

 

 

Safety Measures Be Taken 



 

 

There are many types of construction and building projects that require 

scaffold. One for example is commercial buildings, small residential projects and 

high rise building in big projects. The needs of every building changes with the 

change in design. 

 

 

The location is an important factor as scaffolding needs on the highway is 

different from scaffolding in the city areas. In case of highways a certain 

distance has to be maintained. 

 

 

You should not follow low standard practices in order to save costs. As lack of 

care in a project can lead to massive blunders which can be harmful. 

 

Different Structures Should be Erected For Different Buildings 

Location Is Important 

Do Not Sacrifice Quality For Saving Money 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONTACT DETAILS: 

Address:                   3/164 Adderley St West Auburn 2144 

Hours of Operation:          Mon-Fri: 7am – 3pm 

Phone:                                    1300 77 1300 

Email :                                         info@transomscaffolding.com.au 

 



 


